A Ticket, a Tassel, a Typical Basket

By ELLERY BUCK

I have been fascinated reading an article from the New York Times about a woman who, after discovering her voice, took up painting and ended up creating a beautiful basket. She learned a new skill and was able to open her own business. It's inspiring to see how people can overcome challenges and discover new passions.

The list of articles like this one I’ve mentioned is endless. It seems like there’s always a new story about someone who has found their passion or changed their life. I’ve been thinking about this a lot lately, and I wonder if there are any similar stories from students or alumni of Crows Hill.

I asked my friend, who is also a student here, if she has heard of anyone who has done something like this. She told me about a student who started a business selling their own books. It's really cool to see how students can take their interests and turn them into something meaningful.

I think it’s important to remember that we’re all capable of discovering new passions and changing our lives. It just takes some curiosity and a willingness to try new things.

The more I think about this, the more I realize that we’re all capable of finding our own paths. The key is to stay open to new experiences and be willing to explore our interests.

I’m excited to see what the future holds for us all. Maybe one day we’ll all be able to look back on the stories like this and see how much we’ve grown and changed.
WEATHER SUFFERS AN IDENTITY CRISIS

SUNYA Has Its Head in the Clouds

By MARK P. GREENSTEIN

Three leading SUNYA Atmospheric Science professors - Dr. Raymonde C. Piertou, Dr. Harry Robinson, and Dr. Joseph S. Pielke Jr. - have been studying the effects of cloud cover on the weather. Their research is focused on understanding how clouds affect the climate and how climate change may be altering cloud patterns.

(A.P) It snowed in Florida and the Ohio River froze over in Chicago, when temperatures dipped to a record 23 below 0°F. Sunday. National Geographic photographer and wildlife expert Dr. Fred McDonald argues that climate change is affecting the weather patterns across the country.

(A.P) Endurance swimming, a theme from the days of oceangoing ships, was started recently in the Maldives. Ionian and Tunisian waters were never colder maintained its grip. Keepers of this ancient tradition called navigators with ice, severely hampering traffic on the high seas. The weather satellite images show that the Ohio, Mississippi and Missouri rivers and the Ohio River have frozen for the first time since 1933. The federal government is considering closing the Great Lakes to shipping for the first time in 275 years.

It's insane...we don't understand it.

While snow fell over all of the state, with other parts of Florida getting hit with heavy snow. The snow covered many of the state's highways and caused travel delays. A few schools in northeastern Florida had to close due to the weather conditions.

Mississippi Freezes

Miami AM - A Miami-area resident woke to "frothy ice" on the radio and the atmosphere was very cold and still. It was the first day of winter in the state of Florida since 1977-78 when 27 million bushels of corn were harvested.

Mississippi AM - towns in western Mississippi were covered with snow. The snowfall was light, but it was enough to disrupt daily activities. In the Jackson area, schools were closed due to the weather conditions.

Fuel Shortages Close Schools

Many of New York State's biggest urban school districts were closed because of stormy weather or power outages. The state estimates that at least 3,000 students were impacted mid-school day.

Schools Close

Most of the districts in central and western New York, where supplies of two gas companies were cut off, were closed due to the severe weather. In Buffalo, the city's schools were closed due to a snowstorm. In Rochester, the city's schools were closed due to heavy snow.

We keep on waiting for the snow to stop. We have a lot of work to do, but we can't do anything with the weather.

We have not received any snow for many parts of Dade County, Miami," said Glenn Swelshoff of the National Service. He said it's a law now on the official station, so it won't go on the record books. "We got an advisory to rain to the line that had the most snow ever, said Swelshoff, "but it's not that bad." The city of Miami Beach stopped its series of news radio shows during severe weather conditions at Miami Beach as a way of helping people stay safe.

The snow has been very heavy for much of the state. Many schools in the north and west have been closed.

We are not going to feel this snow for a long time. We have to be prepared for the next storm.

We are not going to feel this snow for a long time. We have to be prepared for the next storm.

We are not going to feel this snow for a long time. We have to be prepared for the next storm.

Weather officials in Miami were warning about the possibility of flash floods and mudslides. They issued a flash flood watch for the Miami-Dade area as of 5 p.m. EST.

The city of Miami Beach stopped its snow emergency plan after the city's schools were closed due to the heavy snowfall. The city's schools were closed due to the heavy snowfall.
Film Flashes: The Iceman Cometh

Sunday, January 23—Albany Street Cinema will present The Iceman Cometh. This is a

revised, abridged version of the great American Play by Eugene O'Neill which originally ran at the Booth Theatre in New York City.

Edward G. Robinson stars as the iceman who comes to work in a bar to save the town after the owner's death. The play is directed by Leon Ames and stars many of the original cast members.

TAXI DRIVER

The film and the book it was based on are both considered classics in the world of film and literature.

Pause... and Read

It is a beautiful piece of writing, with many subtle and meaningful moments that will stay with you long after the film has ended.

Capital District Towing Inc.

Your Complete Auto Service Center

Your Complete Auto Service Center

875 Albany Shaker Road (near Airport)

785-1555

CAGAL DISTRICT TOWING INC.

ELPI GRAND TO VEIN INC.

Ronald Lawrence

Builds... Builds... Builds...

The Ambassador Restaurant

20 E. St. 565-087

Presents the best live jazz with

DICK GALL QUARTET

Featuring recording star CHRIS WOODS

6th Friday night jazz drill

Fri., Sat., Sun. 9 - 2

Friday and Saturday

Bogarts

TAVERN

211 N. Central Ave. Albany, N.Y. 12203

FREEBIE

Available Now!

The Contact Lens Solution

That's all that is available at FOLLETT-SUNY Bookstore
Welcome back! Hope your holidays were happy. Now it's time to hit the books again...

But before you spend all your money on books, why not invest in something really good for your head?

Music!!

(You didn't really want to stop putting anything, did you?)

Event! Only you have $2 left, you can buy a record at Just A Song and still have change coming out of your back pocket.

This week, besides our usual fantastic stock of bargain-priced records and great selections of $1.99 and $2.99 albums, you can get good deals on Maxell blank tape, certain Kanso tape recorder, and a discount, and concert tickets to the Boston Concert (which will be held on February 2nd at the Palace Theater in Albany).

We are now a Ticketron outlet, so tickets for various other concerts in the Northeast are also available at Just A Song! (Electric Light Orchestra in New York, Patti Labelle in Connecticut, Poco and Charlie Daniels in Poughkeepsie, and many more.)

See you soon,

JIM SHEHAN

Send Letters to:

EDITORIAL PAGES EDITOR
ASCAP, Campus Center 329

Dear Professor,

As you may try to pay attention that due to the lack of space, there is an attempt to "send you" a news article by a number of students on the School of Business. Therefore, I would like to make a point that if you are new to the topic of the economy, you may question the question of the economy, and it is not going to be answered by the article. However, I would not like to be held responsible for what you may not have understood. Please let me know if you would be interested in this topic, and I would be willing to sign a contract sending me to your request.

Glenn Weisbrod

Letters must be typewritten to be considered for publication.
Hit the deck in shorts and a tee shirt. Or your bikini if you want.

You're on a leisurely cruise to remote islands. With names like Martinique, Grenada, Guadeloupe. Those are the ones you've heard of.

A big, beautiful sailing vessel glides from one breathtaking Caribbean jewel to another. And you're aboard, having the time of your life with an intimate group of lively, fun-loving people. Singles and couples, too. There's good food, "grog" and a few pleasant comforts...but there's little resemblance to a stay at a fancy hotel, and you'll be happy about that.

Spend six days exploring paradise and getting to know congenial people. There's no other vacation like it.

Your share from $265. A new cruise is forming now. Write Cap'n Mike for your free adventure booklet in full color.

---

**Windjammer Cruises.**

P.O. Box 120, Dept. Miami Beach, Florida 33139

**THE-3-DAY-ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT-ITALIAN-FEAST. $2.99 Including Wine or Beer.**

---

**Carter Takes the High Road**

by David Togner

An elderly gentleman once told me that the longer we progress down the road of life, the more complex will become our problems and the more complex the solutions. I somehow get an understanding of this statement as I watched Jimmy Carter present his detailed agenda on the floor of the House of Representatives on Monday. My interest was peaked when he articulated in the House the difficulties and the opportunities that he saw in the world today.

I think it is important for our leaders to be aware of the world today, and to understand the problems that we face as a nation. Mr. Carter has clearly articulated his vision for the future of our country, and I believe that we should support him in his efforts to address these issues.

---

**SPEAKERS FORUM and CONCERT BOARD**

**JOIN TO PRESENT...**

**A NIGHT AT THE IMPROVISATION**

**FEATURING...**

**BOB SHAW**

**LARRY DAVID**

**BARRY DIAMOND**

**JAKE**

**Every Sunday, Monday & Tuesday**

**FRIDAY JANUARY 28**

**8:00 PM CC CAFETERIA**

**FREE!!!**

---

**ALBANY STUDENT PRESS**

---

**JANUARY 21, 1977**

---

**ALBANY, NEW YORK, February 10, 1976**
TOWER EAST PRESENTS:
TUNNELVISION
LC7 7:30 & 9:30
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
JAN. 21 & Jan. 22
$7.50 w/Tower East Card $12.50 w/o Tower East Card
Tower East cards again sold at door.

PREVIEW
a film produced at the University of Illinois Fine Arts Department and
with the assistance of the UI filmardon staff. Directed and produced by
Clint Eastwood. The film is part of the Spring Concert Series at.ui.
Theater. Tickets are $2.00 and can be purchased at the door.

Coffeehouses
French Diner Coffeehouse "Jack McGee & the Swing Band" playing swing music Fri. & Sat. at 8:00 p.m. in the C.C. Restaurant Ballroom.
Annetailed Pub Bob Sheets a rock and country music group will be playing at the V.F.W. veterans bar and grill. Pats price: $2.50
Flame Stop Coffeehouse St. Regis Key Valley Street Band, a popular local group of four will play pop, rock and traditional music. Entertainment is Fri. & Sat.
Everywhere at 8:00 p.m. 8:15.
Cafe Lena, Gamble Rogers, a songwriter, story teller, country music artist, and Pickerington will perform during the Blue Room from 10:00 p.m.
Thurs. and 8:00 p.m. Fri. and Sat.

Theatre
Warrense Left "Reflections on White Noise," a thrilling experience created by sound and light by George Klaben, on Fri. & Sat. Jan. 21, 22, 21, at 8:00 p.m. Phone no. 403-5761.
Columns Music Hall "Hot City," a jazzy photo, accompanied by核准, a 2-hour documentary and a score for the film by Mark "Benny" Krantz.

Galleries
University Art Gallery
Richard Costello, paintings and prints using man-made objects to create a collage of the world. Phone no. 403-4577.

Exhibits & Displays
Alley Public Library, Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee, memorabilia of her reign. The exhibit is open Wed. through Fri. from 1:00 to 5:00, Sat. 9:00 to 5:00.

Lectures, Seminars & Films
Public Notice
International Programs Meeting for all students who are interested in studying abroad. There will be an information session and discussion on various programs available outside of SUNY students on January 26 in Annex Room 354 from 7:00 to 8:00. Refreshments will be served.

Dutch Quad Board brings you another
DUTCH QUAD PARTY
Sat., Jan. 22 9 pm
Dutch U-lounge
Featuring a LIVE BAND:
MOONLIGHT JAMBOREE
Michelob, Soda, Munchies
Bring your L.D.

Museums
Albany Institute of History & Art, exhibits include:
Regional Invitational Exhibitions:
The Kent McGuffin Collection, N.Y. Territory of the 1860s and 1870s.
Recent Silver Acquisitions:
W. M. Pome Products
Paintings by Allen Hovenden, well-known Woodstock artist. The gallery is open Tues., through Sat. 10:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. Phone no. 403-4577.

Theater
Warrense Left "Reflections on White Noise," a thrilling experience created by sound and light by George Klaben, on Fri. & Sat. Jan. 21, 22, 21, at 8:00 p.m. Phone no. 403-5761.

Cafe Lena, Gamble Rogers, a songwriter, story teller, country music artist, and Pickerington will perform during the Blue Room from 10:00 p.m.
Thurs. and 8:00 p.m. Fri. and Sat.
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A Piece of Pie
No 'Rest For Weary

For Mike Patrick

While back from tor set. Enjoy your vacation! You must of told us 00 you go or Florida. Well if you were your on 00 and rest, you better go by us. It was a very good thing for you. We are very happy to hear that you are doing well. We are looking forward to your next trip.
Save $10.00 to $59.90 if you act now.
If you've been thinking about getting a programmable, Texas Instruments has a special offer for you.

NOW!

SR-56 $189.95*
If you want an incredible slide rule calculator that's also programmable, then this is the one for you.
There's a 74-programmable functions and operations. And if that's not enough, there are over 100 step by step functions for a programmable slide rule calculator with as many as 9 sets of parenthesis. Talk about memory! An SR-56 has 20 memories. You can also do arithmetic with all of them.
These are just a few of the many features you can enjoy now. It is programmatic. An SR-56 has 100 chips. Six logical decision functions. Four levels of subroutines. Destination and return on one piece. Compare a test register with the display to make a conditional branch. And this is just the beginning.
Think about it! Can you really afford to put off getting your SR-56 now?

SR-52 $299.95*
If you want the computer-like power of a card program, then this is one for you.
Techniques like optimization, iteration, data reduction, what matrices, mathematical modeling, need not up your mind—or your time. And learning to use it is easy. You can learn to use it. You can learn to use it. You can learn to use it. You can learn to use it. You can learn to use it.

GOTTA NEW CAMERA
WANNA LEARN HOW TO USE IT?

Come in and see us. We have a large staff of experienced sales people to answer all your photographic problems and to help you meet all your photographic needs.
No question is too simple or too difficult—If we don't have the answer at our fingertips (we usually do) we'll do some research and find the answer for you.
Just remember although equipment is fun to play with, it's the pictures that count—and we're the people with the equipment—whether you need a new or a reconditioned camera (you didn't buy it from us) we'll give you the best.

STATE PHOTO SUPPLY CORP.

PAUL M. MILLER
1525 N. 63rd St., Chicago, Ill.

STATE PHOTO SUPPLY CORP.
1525 N. 63rd St., Chicago, Ill.